Early Beatles, the Reeperbahn and ah, our favourite meat roll... this city is a riot for a short break.

I CH bin ein Ham-burger. I am a Ham-burger. No, not one of those advertising gim-mick guys, dressed up in bun, burger, lettuce and tomato padding who tries to get you to use his fast-food outlet. No, I am a resident of Hamburg, at least for a couple of days, where I will learn all about the original Hamburger, the rundstück warm, the best place to eat them and the Germans who are quite happy sharing their names with the world’s most famous fast food. And I will also learn first-hand how to detect a Hamburger if ever suspect one might be approaching me back home.

BY JIM MURTY

But more of that later. You want me to show you Hamburg’s most famous neighbourhood, the raucous, racy, party portside district of St Pauli and its main artery, the Reeperbahn? Right? Or rather you want Stefanie Hempel to show you. Trust me, you really do. Stefanie is something of an institution in St Pauli (pronounced Sankt Powlee), with her...
**Travel Facts**

**How to get there**

Beata Ligoza from CIG round trip. Visit www.airlin-

**Where to stay**

The Reesched Hamburg hotel for a glimpse of what it's like to stay in Hamburg. Visit www.reeched.de.

**What to do**

Monte Carlo (www.monte-carlo-wunderland.de) and the Elbphilharmonie (www.elbphilharmonie.de). You can also buy little statues of him.
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- The Beatles and belts out their songs, don't know about Der Fab Four and par-
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